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Understanding Math Placement

At the time of admission to CSU, Chico, multiple measures are used to determine students' General Education Written Communication and Mathematics/Quantitative Reasoning coursework (GE Area A1 and A4). For math, your placement test category and declared major determines what course to take within your first year.

First-year math placement categories:
- GE Math Fulfilled
- GE Math Ready
- GE Math Ready with Support, Early Start Recommended
- Supported Math or Science, Early Start Requested

Viewing Your Math Status

View your mathematics/quantitative reasoning category by logging into the Student Center in your MyCSUCentral. On the Student Center Dashboard (Homepage), go to the "Tasks" section. Click on "MyWOU" to see if you have a math/quantitative reasoning record.

Quicklinks
- ALGEBRA Placement Assessment
- ALGEBRA Placement Overview
- Do You Know ALGEBRA Placement?
- Placement with ALGEBRA Placement
- ALGEBRA Placement Advanced Assessment
- International Student Math Placement
- First Year Math Courses
- First Year Math Advising

www.csuchico.edu/math
ALEKS PPL: MATH ASSESSMENT

ALEKS PPL is an assessment tool used for three purposes at Chico State:

- **Calculus Readiness**: For students in STEM majors (math intensive) that are GE Math ready and need to assess readiness for calculus (MATH 120 or 109).
- **Boosting Math Placement**: For students in GE Math with Support or Ready with Support- Early Start Required placement levels and want an opportunity to assess for a higher placement level. This opportunity is available to all majors but, is especially recommended for STEM majors.
- **International Students**: For incoming first-year international students that are not exempt to determine math placement level.

Learn more about how Chico State uses multiple measures to determine first-year math placement levels.

1. Create Account + Initial Knowledge Check
2. Study in Learning Modules Min = 3 hours
3. Proctored ALEKS PPL Assessment
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